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20 years ago when I was starting my career as a research scientist in the field of computational
electromagnetics, I was puzzled by a noticeable disconnect between our research topics in
fundamental science and problems of everyday life. Only later, after working at NASA and several
commercial space companies, dealing with a wide spectrum of people ranging from scientists to
investors, did I start to grasp reasons behind this gap. I realized how one can bridge it in order to find
exciting and important research topics, and what may transpire if research efforts are dedicated to
solving real life challenges.
This is my first conference talk after leaving the field of fundamental science some 15 years ago for
this exact reason. I joined the space industry in search of more “down to Earth” problems to solve,
only then understanding that fundamental science is the answer in most cases. However, it is far from
trivial to formulate “real life” problems to be accepted and appreciated by the world of academia. In
this session, I hope to convey a few electromagnetic challenges in today’s space industry, which I
believe may be solved only by scientists.
During last decade, the space industry transformed faster than at any time since space exploration
began. It was mostly due to external factors such as advances in terrestrial mobile communications
and other various economic and political reasons, which altogether led to amazing multidisciplinary
innovations and completely new space applications. Most importantly, almost all successful stories of
recent new space ventures are tied to finding a clever technological solution to an existing problem,
often with a person with advanced scientific degree in the driver seat.
In this talk, I will attempt to outline some of the “hottest” electromagnetic problems in the space
industry. If solved, they could become the next technological breakthroughs and have potential to
improve the lives of many.
To set the stage, we will briefly overview the recent history and the current landscape of the
international space industry, describe its key drivers and players, and outline what it takes to bring
terrestrial technology to space.
With this perspective in mind, we will dive into some “state-of- the-art” space technologies and
challenges as they relate to the broader field of electromagnetics and radio science, with the hope of
inciting the interest in the research of the following:

Internet from Space for all of humanity: big promise versus reality check - antennas, signal
processing, spectrum, and interference.

Earth Observation, from Hz to THz: which data can be collected today, and what this data is
actually good for: a strong case for advanced RF sensors coupled with big data analytics and machine
learning.

As a special subtopic, we will touch on a humanitarian research project, QuakeFinder,
sponsored by my company, Stellar Solutions, which aims to develop technology and methods for
detection and analysis of ultra-low frequency electromagnetic earthquake precursors to produce
earthquake forecasts.

Other new space trends: Internet of Things, orbital infrastructure, space debris, Moon
exploration, and more!
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